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Sequential bifurcations in sheared annular electroconvection
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A sequence of bifurcations is studied in a one-dimensional pattern forming system subject to the variation of
two experimental control parameters: a dimensionless electrical forcing numberR and a shear Reynolds
number Re. The pattern is an azimuthally periodic array of traveling vortices with integer mode numberm.
Varying R and Re permits the passage through several codimension-two~CoD2! points. We find that the
coefficients of the nonlinear terms in a generic Landau equation for the primary bifurcation are discontinuous
at the CoD2 points. Further, we map the stability boundaries in the space of the two parameters by studying the
subcritical secondary bifurcations in whichm→m11 whenR is increased at constant Re.
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In typical nonlinear pattern-forming systems, there is o
easily adjusted quantity, the control parameter, whose va
tion results in a symmetry-breaking bifurcation to an orde
pattern@1#. If a second control parameter is available, then
may be possible to tune the parameters to codimension
~CoD2! points at which two modes with different symmetri
are equally unstable. Near such points, neighboring unst
modes compete with one another leading to low-lying s
ondary bifurcations even in the weakly nonlinear regime t
is accessible to perturbative theoretical treatment. There
few experimental systems whose patterns can be co
niently manipulated by the independent variation of two co
trol parameters. Examples include Rayleigh-Be´nard convec-
tion in a rotating cylinder@2,3#, convection in binary fluid
mixtures@1,4#, and Taylor vortex flow~TVF! with rotation of
both the inner and outer cylinders@1,5#. In most cases, the
eventual two dimensionality of the patterns results in a v
complex phenomenology.

In this Rapid Communication, we study experimenta
the bifurcations in a thin annular fluid film that is bo
sheared and driven into electroconvection@6#. This system is
unique in that the bifurcations are produced by two ea
adjusted control parameters and are tostrictly one-
dimensional~1D! patterns. The patterns of unidirectional
traveling vortices are distinguished only by their symmet
The competing patterns in most other fluid-mechanical s
tems have different symmetriesand dimensions. For ex-
ample, in TVF there is a CoD2 point where Taylor and spi
vortices are simultaneously unstable. The former~latter! pat-
tern is 1D and axisymmetric~2D and nonaxisymmetric!. The
geometry of the TVF fluid system makes it more difficult
examine experimentally how the symmetry versus dim
sionality of the competing modes affects physical proces
Our system is free of these dimensionality complications

Symmetry breaking is the hallmark of a wide array
physical phenomena across many disciplines@1#. The highly
restricted geometry of our fluid film allows us to realize e
perimentally the simplest possible symmetry-breaking tr
sition of a periodic 1D pattern. The primary bifurcation is t
transition from the conducting state to a convecting st
with m-fold rotational symmetry. The secondary bifurcatio
connectm to (m11)-fold rotationally invariant convecting
1063-651X/2002/66~1!/015201~4!/$20.00 66 0152
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states. All of these states are unidirectionally traveling p
terns. Symmetry alone determines the nature of the bifu
tions. This scenario can be modeled by coupled Landau
plitude equations that can be calculated completely
perturbative methods from the primitive electrohydrod
namic equations@7,8#. The amplitude equations reduce to
single generic Landau equation when applied to the prim
bifurcation. An important aspect of our experiments is t
quantitatively determined variation of the coefficients of t
nonlinear terms in this equation with a control parameter.
demonstrate that near CoD2 points, the coefficients are
continuous and the secondary bifurcations are subcritical
suppressed by the second control parameter.

The experimental system consists of an annular, fre
suspended film of smectic-A liquid crystal. The layered
smectic-A phase is isotropic and Newtonian for flows in th
plane of the film, and maintains a uniform thickness ev
while flowing. Such a film is driven to electroconvect by
voltage applied between the inner and outer edges that
up an unstable distribution of surface charge on the film
free surfaces@9#. A Couette shear is applied by mechanic
rotation of the inner electrode. Previous studies of this ins
bility explored the behavior of the primary bifurcation t
electroconvection@6,9#, confirming that the weakly nonlinea
regime of convection near onset is described by a comp
amplitude equation of the Landau form for a single mo
numberm @10#. The concentric electrodes have inner~outer!
radii r i (r o), from which we define the radius ratioa
5r i /r o . The film forms an annular sheet of widthd5r o
2r i;1 mm and thicknesss;0.1 mm so thats/d;1024.
The fluid is treated as incompressible, strictly two dime
sional, and of uniform electrical conductivity. We denote t
fluid density, molecular viscosity, and conductivity byr, h,
and s. In a typical experiment, a steady circular Coue
shear was imposed by rotating the inner electrode atv rad/s
and a dc voltageV was applied between the inner and ou
electrodes. Current-voltage characteristics were obtained
incremental and decremental voltages. The state of the fil
specified by the radius ratio and three additional dimensi
less parameters. The control parameterR5e0

2V2/shs2,
where e0 is the permittivity of free space, is a measu
of the external driving force. The Prandtl-like parame
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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P5e0h/rssd is the ratio of the time scales of electrical an
viscous dissipation processes in the film. The Reynolds n
ber Re5rvr id/h indicates the strength of the applied she
and is the second control parameter. Details of the exp
mental apparatus and procedure can be found in Refs.@6,9–
11#.

The primary bifurcation leads to a pattern ofm vortex
pairs. Onset occurs at a critical voltageV5Vc with the criti-
cal mode numberm5mc becoming unstable. Linear stabilit
@9# predicts the values ofmc and the critical control param
eterRc}Vc

2 at which the film becomes marginally unstab
In general,Rc andmc are functions ofa, P, and Re. How-
ever, when Re50, Rc5R c

0, andmc5mc
0 are independent o

P. When Re.0, it is found thatRc.R c
0 , for anya andP,

i.e., that the shear always acts to stabilize the conduc
state and suppresses the onset of convection. In addition
nonzero shear,mc<mc

0 . Both these predictions of linea
theory have been experimentally confirmed. Our main
perimental tool is the total electric currentI, which is a mea-
sure of the rate of charge transport due to both conduc
and convection. The reduced Nusselt numbern is the ratio of
the current due to electroconvection to that due to conduc
and is defined asn5(I /I cond)215(I /cV)21. The conduc-
tance of the filmc is obtained from the current-voltage cha
acteristic of the film when it is not convecting. Similarly, th
reduced control parametere, is given by e5(R/Rc)21
5(V/Vc)

221. The raw (V,I ) data can thus be transforme
to measurements of (e,n) @12#. In these dimensionless term
the primary bifurcation occurs ate50. Whene is increased,
the secondary bifurcations are transitions between flows w
mode numbersm→m11 @13#. Upon decreasinge, the tran-
sitions m→m21 are observed. The mode changes can
observed directly, but rather crudely, using visual obser
tions of slightly nonuniform films, or films seeded with sma
particles. They appear very cleanly, if more indirectly, in t
form of jumps inn as a function ofe. These observations ar
in qualitative agreement with an equivariant bifurcati
theory @14#. Increasing~decreasing! e results in secondary
bifurcations ate1,e2,••• (e21,e22,•••) correspond-

FIG. 1. Plots ofn versuse for a50.47. In ~a! P515.3, Re
50.94. In ~b! P521.7, Re50.58.
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In Fig. 1 are illustrated two representative examples

secondary bifurcations. Figure 1~a! shows (e,n) data for a
sheared film with subcritical primary and secondary bifurc
tions. The secondary bifurcation, which results in one ad
tional traveling vortex pair, appears ate1;0.22 for increas-
ing e. Whene is decreased, the removal of the vortex p
occurs at e21;0.12. Convection altogether ceases ate
;20.1. Figure 1~b! shows a case where, for increasinge,
the primary and secondary bifurcations appear as a si
strongly subcritical bifurcation ate;0. However, for de-
creasinge, e21 is distinct frome;20.11 where convection
stops. That shear selects the mode which is linearly unst
is well established in the case of the primary bifurcation@9#.
It has been shown from linear stability analysis that the m
ginally unstable mode decreases frommc

0→mc
021→mc

0

22••• as Re is increased. Hence, for fixeda andP, there
are CoD2 points at particular Reynolds numbers, Rem,m21, at
which bothm and m21 are marginally unstable@16#. For
Re,Rem,m21, the primary bifurcation is to a convectin

FIG. 2. A Resequence demonstrating mode changing bifu
tions. Plotted aren versuse at a50.56 andP576 for a sequence o
increasing Re. The open~filled! triangles are for increasing~de-
creasing! e data.
1-2
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state with mode numberm. The first secondary bifurcation
occurs at e5e1.0 to mode numberm11. For Re
.Rem,m21, the primary bifurcation is to modem21. The
first secondary bifurcation is ate5e1.0 to modem. Clearly,
it follows that as Re→Rem,m21 from above,e1→0, resulting
in the situation depicted in Fig. 1~b!. Our experimental pro-
tocol was always to hold Re constant and varye. Neither
experiment nor theory has addressed the question of w
mode transitions occur if Re is varied for constante.

Figures 2~a!–2~h! show a sequence of (e,n) data plots for
a50.56,P576, and a range of closely spaced values of
In Fig. 2~a!, the data at Re50.124 shows a subcritical pri
mary bifurcation with mode numberm58. For the range of
e investigated, secondary bifurcations were not encounte
In Fig. 2~b!, the data at Re50.142 shows a subcritical pri
mary bifurcation withm57 followed by a subcritical sec
ondary bifurcation (m57→8) at e1;0.26. Hence at some
Reynolds number, 0.124,Re8,7,0.142, there is nascent a
e50 the mode change 8→7. At Re50.160, the secondar
bifurcation is suppressed to highere1;0.48, as shown in
Fig. 2~c!. The sequence of events in Figs. 2~a! through 2~c!
repeats with increasing Re. In Fig. 2~f!, data at Re50.214
shows a primary bifurcation tom56 and a secondary bifur
cation ate1;0.07 tom57. Hence a second CoD2 point
0.196,Re7,6,0.214 is traversed. At Re50.231 and Re
50.249, the secondary bifurcation is suppressed toe1
;0.11 ande1;0.16 respectively, as is shown in Figs. 2~g!
and 2~h!. The data obtained whilee is being reduced ha
equally interesting behavior. For example, for increasinge in
Fig. 2~f! there is am56→7 bifurcation, but for decreasinge
the m57 convecting state exits directly to conduction by
single discontinuous transition, without recourse to them
56 state. However, for the slightly higher Re in Figs. 2~g!
and 2~h!, them56 state is revisited whilee decreases.

For nonzero shear, symmetry and perturbative analyse
the primitive equations lead to the amplitude equation

t~Ȧm2 iaImAm!5e~11 ic0m!Am2g0m~11 ic2m!uAmu2Am

2g1m~11 ic3m!uAnu2Am

2h0m~11 ic4m!uAmu4Am1•••, ~1!

and its counterpart underm↔n symmetry@8#. In the above,
all the coefficients are real. The steady state solutions of
real part of Eq.~1! are consistent with the experimental o
servations of a statem being replaced by a staten5m61 via
a discontinuous transition@8#. To further interpret the data in
Fig. 2 and better understand the behavior of the prim
bifurcation as the Reynolds number is increased thro
Re8,7 and Re7,6, we consider the real and steady state pa

eA2gA32hA550, ~2!

of Eq. ~1!, whereA is real,g[g0m , andh[h0m . We have
truncated at quintic order in the expansion. Since the redu
Nusselt numbern5A2 @7,10#, we can determineg andh for
each primary bifurcation in the sequence in Fig. 2. Our
sults are plotted in Fig. 3. We find that bothg and h are
strongly discontinuous as Re is increased through the C
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points Re8,7 and Re7,6. The discontinuity in bothg andh is
smaller at Re8,7 than at Re7,6. This raises the possibility tha
these discontinuities may vanish in the limitm→` and so
are a feature of the finite size and discrete mode structur
this system.

A minimal description of a state consists of identifyin
the value of its mode numberm. Allowing for hysteresis,
each state persists over certain overlapping ranges ofa, P,
R, and Re. Here, we focus on fixeda andP for simplicity

FIG. 3. The coefficientsg andh versus Re for the data in Fig. 2
The dashed lines locate the CoD2 points. The solid lines are lin
fits to the data.

FIG. 4. Plot of the parameter space of patterns with mode n
bers m for a50.56 andP576. Open~closed! symbols indicate
conduction→m (m→conduction) andm→m11 (m11→m) tran-
sitions encountered for increasing~decreasing! e. The numbers are
the observedm. The region below~above! e50 is multistable with
conduction (m andm11 states!. TC is a tricritical point that con-
nects the supercritical and subcritical branches. CoD2
codimension-two points. The solid lines fore.0 are the secondary
stability boundaries across whichm→m11. Each of the dashed
lines for e,0 connects the positions of the saddle nodes
modem.
1-3
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@15#. In Fig. 4 we map the solutions in the subspace defi
by (e,Re,a50.56,P576), where the reduced variablee is
used for convenience. Figure 4 shows the values ofe at
which conduction and convection with variousm were
found, for given values of Re. Below~above! the lowermost
dashed lines~horizontal solid line!, only conduction~convec-
tion! occurs. Between these lines both conduction and c
vection are observed, depending hysteretically on whethe
is increasing or decreasing. A tricritical point~TC! is shown
at Re;0.11. For Re&0.11 the onset of convection is supe
critical and hence nonhysteretic@10#.

Within the convecting regime, the boundaries of the s
ondary bifurcations betweenm58,7 andm57,6 show up-
wards trends indicating that an analogous suppression oc
for the modesm58 andm57, even after they cease to b
the primary mode of bifurcation@17#. The suppression of the
secondary modes increases more rapidly with Re than w
they were the primary mode, with largerm modes suppresse
more rapidly than smallerm modes. Inside the hysteres
loop of the primary bifurcation, we found as many as thr
possible distinct states, one being conduction.@See Figs.
2~b!, 2~c!, 2~g!, and 2~h!.# The entire portrait presented i
Fig. 4 depends perhaps strongly ona and weakly onP and is
likely to be more branched~contain more transitions! for
largera. It should be possible to generate theoretically su
e
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a tree from the primitive equations, once they have be
reduced to the form of Eq.~1! @8#.

We have shown that in our discrete-mode system, seco
ary bifurcations appear near CoD2 points. Using a gen
Landau model, we have quantitatively analyzed the beha
of the primary bifurcations on either side of these points.
have found that the coefficients of the cubic and quin
terms of the Landau equation are strongly discontinuou
the CoD2 points. We expect that this scenario occurs o
large regions of our parameter space and may well be a
eral property of discrete-mode pattern-forming systems s
as TVF @5#. Unlike TVF however, this system only has b
furcations between one-dimensional patterns with sim
m-fold rotational symmetries. The parameter space is ch
acterized by branches that demarcate different stable
multistable domains. The surprisingly intricate bifurcatio
structure of this highly geometrically constrained instabil
is amenable to detailed quantitative analysis starting from
underlying electrohydrodynamic equations@8#. As such, it is
an ideal venue for experimental and theoretical studies
bifurcations in finite nonlinear pattern-forming systems.
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